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Introduction of the Company 

General Introduction 

GriffSoft Zrt is a 25 year old company specialized in an own enterprise resource 

planning software development. Originally its predecessor Griff KFT was formed in 1989 

by professional developers who had a major experience in this field and started 

developing their own ERP called Forrás PC which in the 90s spread nationwide both in the 

public and in the private Hungarian market. 

Recently Forrás ERP is being used in every ministry, except MOD. Approximately 

we have 900 partners which are production and service companies, firms from the public 

sector, ministries, municipalities, public offices etc. These partners use our software for 

bookkeeping, financial operations, logistics, production and also we have complex 

solutions for municipalities like public transport organization and planning as well as 

facility management. 

Our company is the most developing software company in the Hungarian market. 

The headcount is more than 150 in the year 2015 and the total revenue of the company 

in 2014 was 2,826,000,000.00 (~ €9.5 million) and it has a positively increasing trend 

(chart). We also have the ISO 9001 quality assurance to all of our processes. 

 

We realized that a Hungarian company with this size has to think about future 

employees and partners and we think that we can find them in the classrooms of the 

universities. So our role in university education is becoming more notable in each year. 

Our division of Forrás Academy designed a university course which is a basic accounting 

and finance course using our ERP. This course is taught in Eötvös Loránd University, 

University of Szeged, King Sigismund Business School, and from 2015 in the National 

University of Public Service. 

Not just teaching but also scientific research has been incorporated in our 

portfolio. GriffSoft is a managing company of an organization called Innovation Pole 
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Cluster of Software Industry (www.infopolus.hu). The following innovation projects came 

to life thanks to this Cluster: 

 GOP-1.1.1-08/1-2008-0051 "Piacorientált kutatási-fejlesztési tevékenység a 

GriffSoft Zrt-nél." 

“Market oriented R&D at Griffsoft Zrt.” 

 GOP-1.3.1-08/B-2009-0009 "Közlekedésirányítási alrendszerek integrációját és 

hatékony működését támogató új generációs, 

esemény alapú adatbázistér és annak kezelését 

biztosító szoftverrendszer kifejlesztése." 

“New Generation Software Development Focusing on 

Event Based Database and Managing Tools in case of 

Traffic Management  

 GOP-1.3.1-08/B-2009-0042 "Korábbi kutatási eredményeken alapuló, komplex és 

teljes körű optimalizálást lehetővé tevő 

fordaoptimalizáló megoldás fejlesztése a közlekedési 

szolgáltatók számára." 

“Fully Optimized Complex Traffic Scheduling Solution 

Development based on Previous Research” 

 GOP-1.3.1-11/B-2011-0029 "A korábbi fejlesztési eredményekre és piaci 

visszajelzésekre alapozva általános, jól 

paraméterezhető eszközfinanszírozási front-end 

keretrendszer kifejlesztése." 

“Easily Configurable General Front-end System 

Development for Asset Financing” 

 GOP-1.1.1-11-2012-0004 "iN-Surance, használatarányos biztosítási díj fizetését 

lehetővé tevő rendszer" 

“iN-Surance, Software Allowing Usage-based 

Insurance Payment 

 GOP-1.2.1-08-2009-0005 "A SIKK tudásközpontú kompetenciára és a rétszvevő 

ipari partnerekfejlesztési és piaci tapasztalataira 

építve egységes szoftverminőség biztosítási platform 

kialakítása és üzleti alkalmazásának fejlesztése a 

szegedi Info Pólusban." 

Unified Software Quality Assurance Platform Design 

and Development for the Info Pole Based on “SIKK” 

Knowledge Competence and the Experience of 

Partners 

 KMR-12-1-2012-0065 "Teljesítményarányos díjszabási rendszer kialakítása 

új generációs NFC alapú infrastruktúrán a közösségi 

közlekedés számára." 

“Performance-based Tariff System Development for 

Public Transport” 

http://www.infopolus.hu/
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 GOP-1.1.1-11-2012-0509 "Többfázisú Fáziskontraszt Radioszkópia (TFR) alapú 

3d szkennelő berendezés fejlesztése gumiabroncs 

ipari alkalmazás céljára." 

3D Tire Scanning Equipment based on Multiphase 

Phase Contrast Radioscopy (TFR) for Industrial 

Applications 

Although education is exciting we think that our R&D relationship is more important with 

the University of Szeged. Several R&D project could start with the university thanks to 

the Cluster focusing on the Big Data problem which is one of the top trendy questions 

worldwide. From the 4Vs (variety, volume, velocity, veracity) our focus is on the data 

comes from detection which comes in large amount an unusual form and has to be 

processed fast. Also solutions for image processing are one of the clusters main strategy 

goals. So we started to work on this field with the “Image Processing and Computer 

Graphics Department” of the University of Szeged. 

The designed algorithms and possible solutions “cried for a body”. Computer Tomography 

seemed to be the most handy solution for image processing. Of course we were 

interested in not medical but alternative solutions. That led us to non-destructive tire 

testing which is a great leap to environmental friendliness as well as economical 

compared to cutting tires. Therefore the 3D Tire Scanner became our first milestone 

dealing with the Big Data problem. 

3D Tire Scanner 

Problem 

In the previous chapters it is explained how we decided to use CT for non-destructive 

scanning and then to tire scanning for quality assurance and why we started GOP-1.1.1-

11-2012-0509 “3D Tire Scanning Equipment based on Multiphase Phase Contrast 

Radioscopy (TFR) for Industrial Applications” R&D project which we named 3D Tire 

Scanner. It is a solution for the problem recognized in tire factories. Because of the strict 

quality assurance factories forced to run a large variety of tests on their tires. Some of 

these tests are destructive material examination which is basically involves cutting tires 

which are examined focusing on components like metal braces, fibers of fabric and 

rubber as well as geometrical examination on the slices. These tests are run on 

prototypes or to filter some kind of systematically reappearing errors. 

3D tire scan can be a major benefit in case of systematically reappearing errors, 

because in these cases lots of perfect tires goes straight to waste. Although it really 

depends on the production line and quality regulations but let’s assume that every 50 

tires should be examined destructively in a factory where 15 million tires produced 

annually for €30 production cost. Another assumption is everything goes well and no 

errors occur therefore unnecessary waste costs €9,000,000.00 annually. Of course a 

problem found in a tire they test the previous and the following tires with bisection 

method which can cost a lot more. Also this cost increases if something changed on the 

production line because than it requires another 10, 20, 50 tires (based on the quality 

regulation) to be examined destructively. 
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Solution 

To avoid cutting and throwing out perfect tires the destructive examination must 

be replaced by non-destructive testing. The university know-how, the long-run big data 

research goals and the decreasing prices of medical equipments (x-ray source, detector) 

incentivized GriffSoft Zrt. to design and build the 3D Tire Scanner. 

The project was delivered by a consortium led by GriffSoft which members were 

the previously mentioned University of Szeged and the Pillar Foundation, HNS Mechanics 

and Development Kft., the Arcade Research and Development KFT and the University of 

Széchenyi István from Győr. University of Szeged developed the software the others 

were involved in the hardware manufacturing and administration. As the leader of the 

Consortium GriffSoft provided the software and the hardware systems which helped the 

3D Tire Scanner to become an independent marketable, mass producible product.  

Our hopes became fulfilled because the crown jewel of this project, the image 

reconstruction and analyzer algorithm has a huge potential. For the development of this 

software a whole research group converged in the “Image Processing and Computer 

Graphics Department” from the University of Szeged. 

Product Description 

Parts of the 3D Tire Scanner are a 2430 x 2030 x 3320 mm, 10 mm + 35 mm (in 

direct beam spot) lead cabin, tire holder and mover parts which can turn in 180°1 angle, 

an X-ray source with the tube voltage of 320 kV, a line-detector with the vertical test 

range of 600 mm, an image processing system, a main control- and an operator panel. 

First the tire is placed into the scanner and X-ray images are taken from two 

angles (from 45° then from 135° in perpendicular position) while the tire moves around. 

This process results in a 2D image of the whole tire with recognizable potential 

deficiencies. 

The next step is to scan these critical areas with Computer Tomography (CT).  The 

distance of each slices recorded by CT can be between 0.1 and 0.5 mm (normally 0.2 

mm). The maximum distance between the first and last slice can be 50 mm. After this 

comes the 3D reconstruction from these recordings of slices. On the 3D reconstruction it 

is easy to detect deficiencies plus the software automatically detects bubbles and marks 

them with red. During all the process the cabin is closed because of radiation so the 

process is followed through video cam 

Difficulties 

It is no surprise that classic Big Data problems caused a lot of the difficulties like 

the large amount of data receiving and processing. However the biggest difficulty is we 

didn’t find any partner from tire factories to help us with the real world problems. We 

hired a consultant who worked previously in a tire factory but in this project well-defined 

problems and real life examples are vital. So although we won the Special Prize of 2015 

Leadership Award we still need to improve our product and we need an experienced 

partner for this. 

                                                 
1 Rotates between the 20° and the 205° position related to the detector-source axis rejecting the first and the last 2.5° 


